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Edifier A100 Active Speakers
Experience how great your favorite songs can sound. The Edifier A100 speakers are designed to deliver perfect Hi-Res certified sound
quality. Multiple ports and Bluetooth 5.1 support allow you to connect to a wide range of equipment, either via cable or wirelessly. At the
same time  the  devices  look  very  elegant.  The  lacquered  casing  gives  them a  delightful,  stylish  character.  In  addition,  you  will  find  a
remote control in the set for convenient use.
 
Stunning sound quality
Discover your favorite tunes in new and improved quality. Made of aluminum, the ribbon tweeter is equipped with a specially designed
horn. The A100 speakers also have a 5-inch suspended woofer with an anodized aluminum cone. So you can enjoy perfectly balanced,
detail-rich sound. Want more? The speakers also have an extra port that lets you connect an external subwoofer (not included).
 
Forget about distortion
Get rid of  distortion and flat,  poor quality sound. Edifier A100 speakers offer dynamic control  that works with digital  signal  processing
(DSP) technology. They also have a digital Class D amplifier and an advanced XMOS processor. All this has helped to deliver stunning,
crystal-clear sound. Turn on your favorite playlist and let yourself be swept away by the magic of music!
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Many connectivity options
Now you can easily connect the sound source of your choice to the speakers. The A100 are equipped with several ports such as AUX, PC,
optical  and  USB.  They  are  also  compatible  with  a  wide  variety  of  devices.  Want  to  be  free  from  wires  and  have  almost  unlimited
freedom?  No  problem  -  just  connect  to  the  speakers  wirelessly!  The  A100  supports  Bluetooth  5.1  for  reliable,  fast  and  stable
transmission.
 
Modern design
Are you looking for speakers that not only provide you with the highest quality sound, but also perfectly complement the design of the
selected  room?  The  Edifier  A100  are  perfect  for  you!  High-quality  piano  lacquer  finish  of  the  housing  gives  them a  very  elegant  and
modern character. Place them in your living room or study, for example, and get a functional yet stylish addition to your décor!
 
Kit contents:
Passive speaker
Active speaker
Remote control
3.5 mm to RCA audio cable
RCA audio cable
Speaker connecting cable
USB connecting cable
Fiber optic input audio cable
Power cable
Cleaning cloth
Manual
Brand
Edifier
Model
A100
Tweeter
Horn-loaded ribbon tweeter
Mid-woofer
5-inch under-hang neodymium driver with aluminum cone
Bluetooth version
5.1
Power
L/R (treble): 10W+10W;
L/R (mid and bass): 40W+40W;
Amplification system
Digital amplifier with XMOS processor
Input sensitivity
AUX: 450±50mV;
PC: 550±50mV;
USB: 400±50mFFs;
Optical: 400±50mFFs;
Bluetooth: 450±50mFFs;
Frequency response
52Hz-40kHz
Signal to noise ratio
L/R: ≥90dB(A)
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Input interfaces
AUX, PC, USB, optical, Bluetooth (USB and optical inputs support up to 192kHz input sample rate)
Sub out
800mV max. (varies depending on volume settings)
Treble trimmer
4kHz, Shelf filter -6dB-2.4dB
Bass trimmer
95Hz, Shelf filter -6dB-6dB
Voltage
100-240V AC 50/60Hz
Color
Black
Resistance
Tweeter: 6Ω;
Woofer: 4Ω;

Preço:

€ 720.01

Audio, Colunas Bluetooth
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